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We study a regulation in Chile that mandates warning labels on products whose sugar or caloric concentration exceeds certain thresholds. We show that consumers substitute from labeled to unlabeled products—a pattern mostly driven by products that consumers mistakenly believe to be healthy. On the supply side, we find substantial reformulation of products and bunching at the thresholds. We develop and estimate an equilibrium model of demand for food and firms’ pricing and nutritional choices. We find that food labels increase consumer welfare by 1.8% of total expenditure, and that these effects are enhanced by firms’ responses. We then use the model to study alternative policy designs. Under optimal policy thresholds, food labels and sugar taxes generate similar gains in consumer welfare, but food labels benefit the poor relatively more.
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1. INTRODUCTION

OBESITY RATES IN THE WORLD have tripled over the last half-century. Today, about 40% of the world’s adult population is either obese or overweight (WHO (2018)). One increasingly popular policy tool governments are using to combat obesity are front-of-package labels, which are visual warnings placed prominently on the front of packaged food products. Unlike nutrition facts tables, which provide detailed information on the back of food products, food labels are simple symbols that clearly signal to consumers when a particular product is considered unhealthy. Since 2016, more than 25 countries have either implemented or are in the process of implementing country-wide mandatory food labeling policies (Barahona, Kim, Otero, and Otero (2022)).
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Several features of food labels make them popular. First, providing information to consumers is widely perceived as innocuous, in the sense that it can only improve consumer welfare. Furthermore, sugar taxes—the most prominent instrument to combat obesity—may be regressive (Allcott, Lockwood, and Taubinsky (2019a)). Finally, in settings in which some but not all agents act against their own interest, information interventions can be more efficient than taxes because their effects are better targeted (Bernheim and Taubinsky (2018)). Opponents of food labels, however, argue that they are ineffective in improving consumers’ diet and impose an unnecessary burden on firms.

Most of this discussion focuses on consumers’ responses to labels. However, firms’ responses to the large-scale implementation of food labels may undo or even amplify some of their desirable properties. Food labels can, for example, affect product differentiation and market power. Firms may also use healthier ingredients in their products to avoid receiving labels, thus amplifying the positive effects on nutritional intake but also increasing consumer prices as a result of increased production costs. Taken together, the impact of large-scale food labeling regulations is ambiguous.

This paper studies the equilibrium impacts of food labels on consumers’ purchases, firms’ pricing and production decisions, nutritional intake, and consumer welfare. We combine descriptive analyses with a model of supply and demand for food and nutrients to quantify the impact of the Chilean Food Act of 2016, the first mandatory nationwide food labeling regulation implemented in the world. The regulation mandates that food manufacturers put warning labels on all of their packaged food products that surpass a threshold concentration of sugar, calories, sodium, or saturated fat.

To study how the regulation affected consumer choice, we use scanner data on purchases made in Walmart, the largest food retailer in Chile, from 2015 to 2018. The data contain information on prices, quantities, and consumer demographics such as gender, age, and income. To shed light on mechanisms, we surveyed 1500 consumers and elicited their beliefs over the nutritional content of products. Finally, we use scanned nutrition facts tables of products before and after the policy to study strategic reformulation decisions by firms. We thus have a rich window into consumer demand and beliefs, as well as firm behavior.

We focus our analysis on the breakfast cereal market. Cereal is well suited for this analysis because it is a well-defined category with little substitution across other food categories, substantial labeling variation across products, and one in which food labels may be particularly informative due to consumers’ nutritional content misperceptions. We extend the analysis to other product categories in Barahona et al. (2022).

Three key findings arise from our descriptive analysis. First, we show that consumers substituted from labeled to unlabeled products. Second, we find that the change in demand is primarily driven by updates in consumer beliefs. Products that consumers already knew had high sugar or caloric concentration only experienced a small and temporary drop in demand. However, products that consumers previously believed to be low in sugar and calories but received a label under the labeling policy experienced a persistent 40% decrease in demand relative to unlabeled products. In line with a Bayesian updating model, this result suggests that labels are more effective when they provide new information to consumers. Third, we find that suppliers responded to the regulation by reformulating their products and changing prices. To avoid labels, many firms modified the nutritional content of their products to be just below the regulatory thresholds and decreased sugar and caloric concentration by 11.5% and 2.8%, respectively. We also document a 5.5% increase in prices of unlabeled products relative to labeled ones due to the regulation.
Motivated by these findings, we develop and estimate a model of supply and demand for food and nutrients. On the demand side, consumers care about the price, taste, and healthiness of products. Healthiness, however, is not observed, and consumers may have poorly calibrated beliefs about products' nutritional content. Food labels help consumers by providing them with a binary signal about the true nutritional content of products, which allows them to make better-informed purchasing decisions. On the supply side, firms strategically set prices and nutritional content to maximize profits. Food labels create a sharp discontinuity in demand at the policy threshold, which induces firms to reformulate their products to avoid labels. However, reducing the concentration of critical nutrients is costly, and may cause firms to raise prices.

Our model highlights two sources of inefficiency that arise due to incomplete information. First, consumers may make mistakes when choosing what to buy. Second, firms do not have incentives to produce healthier items if they cannot credibly inform consumers about product healthiness. Thus, food labels may reduce inefficiencies by improving consumer choice and incentivizing suppliers to produce healthier goods.

We use our model to quantify the impact of the Chilean Food Act on nutritional intake and consumer welfare. To analyze how equilibrium forces change the effectiveness of food labeling policies, we simulate three progressively more flexible counterfactuals, each of which we benchmark against a no-intervention counterfactual.

First, we study the effects of food labels in the absence of supply-side responses. We find that the regulation reduces sugar and caloric intake in the cereal market by 6.8% and 0.6%, respectively, resulting in average gains in consumer welfare equivalent to 1.1% of total cereal expenditure. The changes in consumer welfare are driven by a combination of a healthier diet, fewer dollars spent, and an increase in the consumption of less tasty products (e.g., oatmeal).

Second, we allow firms to optimally set prices in response to the policy but not to change the nutritional content. As in Villas-Boas, Kiesel, Berning, Chouinard, and McCluskey (2020), we use this counterfactual to assess the role of product differentiation and market power. Under this counterfactual, prices of unlabeled and labeled products go up and down, respectively, with average prices remaining relatively constant. Gains in consumer welfare relative to the no-intervention counterfactual are 7% lower than in the absence of supply-side responses.

Third, we allow firms to optimally reformulate their products to avoid receiving labels. This counterfactual recovers the full effect of the policy. Overall, we find that high-in-taste products become healthier but more expensive due to higher production costs. Consumer welfare gains under this counterfactual are 70% larger than in the absence of supply-side responses.

We then use our model to study optimal policy design. We show that ignoring supply-side effects can lead to substantially different outcomes. Considering only demand-side effects, a social planner who wants to maximize consumer welfare should set a threshold that maximizes the information provided by labels. However, when accounting for supply-side responses, the social planner wants to set a lower threshold to provide stronger incentives for firms to improve the nutritional content of their products. By taking supply-side responses into account, the social planner can reduce sugar intake by an additional 38% and increase consumer welfare gains by 20% relative to the outcome under the threshold that maximizes information.

Overall, our descriptive and model results suggest that food labels are more effective when consumers have mistaken beliefs about products’ healthiness, consumers value healthiness, reformulation that does not substantially change products’ taste is feasible,
and regulatory thresholds are set so that they provide useful information to consumers and encourage product reformulation.

Finally, we compare food labels with other popular policy instruments, such as sugar taxes. When compared with sugar taxes, food labels present both advantages and disadvantages. They tend to be more progressive and better targeted, but are less effective against non-informational market imperfections, such as lack of self-control or fiscal externalities.

This paper contributes to several strands of the literature. It adds to a large literature that studies consumer choice in settings of imperfect information (Hastings and Weinstein (2008), Abaluck and Gruber (2011), Abaluck (2011), Woodward and Hall (2012), Handel and Kolstad (2015), Allcott and Knittel (2019)). Moreover, it contributes to the literature that examines how providing nutritional information affects consumer demand. This includes consideration of the effects of advertising (Ippolito and Mathios (1990, 1995), Dubois, Griffith, and O’Connell (2017)); nutritional information on menus (Wisdom, Downs, and Loewenstein (2010), Bollinger, Leslie, and Sorensen (2011), Finkelstein, Strombotne, Chan, and Krieger (2011)); and food labeling regulations (Kiesel and Villas-Boas (2013), Zhu, Lopez, and Liu (2015), Allais, Etilé, and Lecoq (2015)). Previous research has also highlighted the importance of firms’ strategic responses to nutritional information policies by adjusting prices (Villas-Boas et al. (2020)) and reformulating products ((Moorman, Ferraro, and Huber (2012)), Lim, Rishika, Janakiraman, and Kannan (2020)). Our paper contributes to these studies by providing evidence of and quantifying the equilibrium effects of national information policies, by allowing firms to vary prices and nutritional characteristics of the products they sell.

Other concurrent work has also studied the Chilean Food Act. Using a before-after analysis, Taillie, Reyes, Colchero, Popkin, and Corvalán (2020) document a significant decline in purchases of labeled beverages following the policy’s implementation. Araya, Elberg, Noton, and Schwartz (2022) take advantage of the staggered introduction of labeled products in store inventories and find that labels decrease demand in the breakfast cereal category, but not for chocolates or cookies. Pachali, Kotschedoff, van Lin, Bronnenberg, and van Herpen (2022) study price adjustments and conclude that prices of labeled products increased due to increased product differentiation. Alé-Chilet and Moshary (2022) provide evidence of bunching just below regulatory thresholds and conclude that reformulation reinforces the policy’s effects by lowering the caloric content of cereal. Our paper goes further along several dimensions. First, we develop an equilibrium framework that allows both price adjustments and product reformulation. This is crucial in assessing the overall role of equilibrium responses to food labeling policies. Second, we show that beliefs over nutritional content are a primary driver of consumer behavior and explicitly incorporate them in our model. This allows us to provide a welfare evaluation of the policy. Third, we use our model to answer additional policy-relevant questions, such as the design of optimal policy thresholds and the comparison of food labels with sugar taxes.

Our work also relates to the literature on quality disclosure and certification that studies the effect of third-party disclosure on consumer choice and seller behavior (Dranove, Kessler, McClellan, and Satterthwaite (2003), Jin and Leslie (2003), Greenstone, Oyer, and Vissing-Jorgensen (2006), Dranove and Jin (2010), Roe, Teisl, and Deans (2014), Houde (2018), Vatter (2021)) and to the literature in industrial organization that estimates demand models under endogenous product characteristics (Ackerberg and Crawford (2009), Draganska, Mazzeo, and Seim (2009), Fan (2013), Wollmann (2018)).
Finally, we contribute to a broader literature that studies how governments can help consumers make better nutritional choices. Allcott, Diamond, Dubé, Handbury, Rahkovsky, and Schnell (2019) study whether improving access to healthy food in poor neighborhoods can decrease nutritional inequality, Dubois, Griffith, and O’Connell (2017) analyze the effect of advertising on junk food consumption, and several other papers study the effects and design of taxes for sugar-sweetened beverages and calorie-dense food products (Falbe, Rojas, Grummon, and Madsen (2015), Falbe, Thompson, Becker, Rojas, McCulloch, and Madsen (2016), Silver, Wen Ng, Ryan-Ibarra, Taillie, Induni, Miles, Poti, and Popkin (2017), Allcott, Lockwood, and Taubinsky (2019a), Lee, Falbe, Schillinger, Basu, McCulloch, and Madsen (2019), Taylor, Kaplan, Villas-Boas, and Jung (2019), Dubois, Griffith, and O’Connell (2020), Aguilar, Gutierrez, and Seira (2021)). Our paper focuses on a different policy instrument and shows that it can be an effective tool to improve diet quality and combat obesity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the setting and the data. In Section 3, we provide descriptive evidence to illustrate the main mechanisms through which food labels can reduce the intake of critical nutrients. In Sections 4 and 5, we present and estimate the demand and supply model, respectively. We present our main counterfactual exercises in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7. Additional details are contained in the Online Appendix (Barahona, Otero, and Otero (2023)), found on the authors’ websites.

2. SETTING AND DATA

2.1. The Chilean Food Act

In 2015 the Chilean legislature, concerned about the growing obesity problem, passed Law 20.606 (hereafter, the Food Act) to improve nutritional choices. The Act imposed new regulations on how food manufacturers could package and advertise food products. An important part of the Act was a food labeling system, which prominently informs to consumers which products are considered unhealthy. The Food Act sought to enhance consumers’ decision-making by providing easy-to-process information about the healthiness of food products.

The Food Act established threshold values for sugar, calories, sodium, and saturated fat concentration and mandated suppliers to place a warning label on the front of their packaged products for each nutrient threshold surpassed. The thresholds were implemented in three stages, with each stage setting stricter threshold values than the last. Due to data limitations, we focus on stage 1, which was implemented in June of 2016 and established limits of 22.5 grams of sugar and 350 kcal per 100 grams of product.\(^2\)

\(^1\)The Food Act also included a ban on selling, distributing, or advertising labeled products in schools, and a ban on advertising labeled products aimed at children younger than 14 years old.

\(^2\)The law was first approved in Congress in 2012 and its details were finalized and announced in June of 2015, one year before Stage 1. Stages 2 and 3 took place in June of 2018 and 2019, respectively. The thresholds were established based on the 90th percentile of the distribution of the concentration of critical nutrients from non-processed food products using data from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). As far as we know, the choice of thresholds was not influenced by the industry’s lobby. The legislation only applies to processed and packaged foods. This means that products that do not have any added sugar, sodium, saturated fat, honey, or syrup do not receive a label, even if they are above a given threshold. For example, even though oats have a caloric content above 350 kcal/100 g, they did not receive a label.
2.2. Data

We restrict our attention to breakfast cereal because it is a well-defined category with substantial labeling variation; around 60% of cereal products received at least one label. Breakfast cereal is also a category in which consumers tend to have inaccurate beliefs about the healthiness of products. This feature is important because, as shown below, beliefs play a critical role in the extent to which labels impact shoppers’ decisions. In certain other categories, such as soft drinks, products have already long been categorized as diet and non-diet, and consumer beliefs about nutritional content are thus more closely aligned with reality.3

Walmart Data. To capture prices and quantities, we use scanner-level data provided by Walmart-Chile. Walmart is the largest food retailer in Chile and accounts for more than 40% of supermarket sales. Our data contain all transactions that occur in any Walmart store in Chile between May 2015 and March 2018. Every transaction identifies products at Universal Product Code (UPC) level and contains information about price, revenue, product name, brand name, and discounts. We can track buyers enrolled in Walmart’s loyalty program and link them to individual characteristics, such as gender, age, and household income. We supplement these data with additional information about product and store characteristics also provided by Walmart.

Since our data only cover purchases at Walmart and most consumers may also purchase a large share of their groceries from other retailers, we restrict our analysis to regular Walmart customers. Our final sample consists of 524,000 consumers who visited a Walmart store at least once every 8 weeks during the study period. The average customer in our panel is 48 years old, and 69% are women.4 In the first year of data, from May of 2015 to May of 2016, the average customer buys cereal 11 times and spends a total of $25 on it.

Nutritional Information. Nutritional data for packaged products come from two sources: (a) pre-policy data collected by the Institute of Nutrition and Food Technology (INTA) at the University of Chile, and (b) post-policy data that we collected and digitized ourselves. The data comprise information on 94 cereal products, which represent 94% of total cereal revenue.

Consumer Beliefs. We conducted a survey to elicit consumers’ beliefs about the nutritional characteristics of all cereal products in the absence of food labels. We implemented the survey in Argentina using Qualtrics in August 2019 and surveyed a total of 1500 individuals. We asked consumers to provide their best estimate of the sugar and caloric concentration of all cereal products and to state how confident they were about their answers. Using this information, we elicit the first and second moments of consumer beliefs about each product’s nutritional content. We also collected information about the gender, age, and household income of survey respondents.

We find that, on average, individuals have relatively accurate beliefs about the concentration of sugar in cereal. The correlation between actual sugar content and respondents’ stated beliefs is 0.76. However, respondents’ beliefs about the caloric concentration of cereal were less aligned with reality; the correlation between the actual and predicted caloric concentration is only 0.26.

3In Barahona et al. (2022), we extend the analysis to several other categories. We also study potential between-category substitution effects and find no evidence of it.
4The sample is fairly representative of the Chilean urban population, with high-income consumers slightly overrepresented. A third of consumers are in the bottom 50% of the national income distribution, a third between the 50th and 85th percentiles, and a third in the top 15%.
3. DESCRIPTIVE EVIDENCE

This section provides descriptive evidence of the impact of the food labeling policy on nutritional intake, consumer choice, and firm behavior. For our analysis, we define a product as the union of UPCs that share the same product name and brand. For example, we assign all Honey Nut Cheerios the same product ID regardless of their box size. In total, our sample contains 94 unique cereal products (produced by 14 firms): 39 did not receive a label and 55 received a high-in-calories label, of which 21 received an additional high-in-sugar label. No cereal products received a high-in-sodium or high-in-fat label in our sample period. Our main analysis focuses specifically on caloric and sugar intake. We assign labels to a product based on its 2018 nutritional content.

Three key facts emerge from the evidence presented below. First, consumers decreased demand for labeled products relative to unlabeled ones. Second, products that were perceived as healthy but received labels experienced the largest decline in demand. Third, suppliers responded to the policy by reformulating their products and changing prices.

3.1. Changes in Equilibrium Quantities

We quantify the effects of the policy on demand by using an event-study design. We aggregate our data into product-store-period data bins (where a period is defined as eight consecutive calendar weeks) and estimate the following regression:

\[
\log(q_{jst}) = \sum_k \beta_k \cdot L_j \cdot 1\{k = t\} + \gamma \cdot \log(p_{jst}) + \delta_{js} + \delta_t + \epsilon_{jst},
\]

where \(q_{jst}\) denotes the grams of product \(j\) sold in store \(s\) in period \(t\), \(p_{jst}\) refers to the product’s price per 100 grams of cereal, and \(L_j\) is an indicator variable that takes the value of one if the product has one or more labels. Finally, \(\delta_{js}\) refers to product-store fixed effects and \(\delta_t\) to period fixed effects. We normalize the \(\beta_k\) coefficients so that their average value over the pre-policy period is equal to zero. Observations are weighted by product-store pre-policy revenues. Products that do not appear in the pre-period have zero weight and are thus excluded from the estimation sample. Standard errors are clustered at the product level.

Figure 1(a) displays the results of estimating Equation (1). In the pre-period, the coefficients are small and not significantly different from zero. After the regulation was implemented, the quantity of labeled products sold relative to unlabeled ones decreased by an average of 26.4%. The impact of the legislation does not seem to change over time. This suggests that labels shifted consumer purchases away from labeled products, with the effect lasting throughout the entire period covered by our sample.

The Role of Beliefs. To investigate how information and beliefs shape consumer choices, we use the beliefs survey described in Section 2.2. We use the elicited beliefs about caloric concentration to test for heterogeneity in the impact of labels. If labels provide useful information for consumers, then products for which labels come as a surprise (i.e., products that consumers believed were low in calories but are actually high in calories) should experience a larger drop in demand. We thus split our sample of labeled products into two groups: products below the median in the distribution of beliefs (20 products) and products above the median in the distribution of beliefs (21 products). We use indicator dummies for each of these groups (denoted by Low\(_j\) and High\(_j\)) to estimate
FIGURE 1.—Relative changes in equilibrium quantities. Notes: This figure presents the coefficients of our event study regressions. Panel (a) presents the $\beta_k$ coefficients from Equation (1). Panel (b) displays the coefficients from Equation (2). Coefficients in circles, diamonds, and light squares denote $\beta_l^k$, $\beta_h^k$, and $\beta^k$ estimates, respectively. The vertical segments delimit the 95% confidence intervals. We run the regressions on the sample of 68 ready-to-eat cereals that show up in the pre- and post-policy periods. The sample consists of 27 unlabeled and 41 labeled products for a total of 194,510 observations.

the following equation:

$$
\log(q_{jst}) = \sum_{k} \left( \beta_l^k \cdot L_j \cdot \text{Low}_j + \beta_h^k \cdot L_j \cdot \text{High}_j \right) \cdot 1\{k = t\} + \gamma \cdot \log(p_{jst}) + \delta_{js} + \delta_t + \varepsilon_{jst},
$$

(2)

where all variables and specification details are defined as in Equation (1).

Results from Equation (2) are shown in Figure 1(b). Coefficients in circles and diamonds denote $\beta_l^k$ and $\beta_h^k$ estimates, respectively. Coefficients in squares denote $\beta^k$ coefficients from Equation (1). Products that consumers believed to be high-calorie (diamonds) saw an initial drop in demand that faded 6 months after the policy implementation. In contrast, products consumers thought were relatively healthy but actually received a label (circles) saw a persistent decrease in demand of around 40%. These empirical findings suggest that labels are especially effective for products about which consumers are more misinformed.

3.2. Changes in Nutritional Content and Prices

To study whether firms responded to the labeling policy by reformulating products, we compare the distribution of nutritional content before and after the policy was implemented. In 2016, 55 cereal products were above the threshold for caloric concentration. In 2018, 13 of those products reduced their concentration of calories to below the threshold, with eight of them bunching at the threshold of 350 kcal per 100 grams. We observe a similar pattern when we look at sugar concentration. In 2016, 27 regulated products

---

5The difference between the average value of $\hat{\beta}_l^t$ and $\hat{\beta}_h^t$ in the post-policy period is significant at the 98% confidence level.
were above the threshold. In 2018, 9 of these reduced their sugar content to be below the threshold and 6 reduced it to between 20 and 22.5 grams of sugar per 100 grams of cereal (see Online Appendix A, Figure A.1). This suggests that firms chose to respond strategically to the labeling policy, bunching at the threshold to avoid receiving a label.

This bunching results in a net reduction in the caloric and sugar concentration of cereal products offered in the market. The weighted average of the caloric concentration of products decreased from 383.6 to 372.8 kcal per 100 grams, while the weighted average of the sugar concentration of products decreased from 21.54 to 19.06 grams of sugar per 100 grams of cereal; weights are assigned by pre-policy revenue.

In Online Appendix B, we show that labeled products saw an average decrease of 5.5% in prices relative to unlabeled products. This may be explained by a combination of firms increasing markups on unlabeled products that now face higher demand (and vice versa) and an increase in marginal costs of unlabeled products due to reformulation. We find no evidence of firms responding by changing product assortment or package size.

4. DEMAND FOR BREAKFAST CEREAL

We now develop and estimate a model of supply and demand for cereal that can explain the descriptive facts presented above. We use the model to answer policy-relevant questions such as what the total effect of the policy was in terms of consumer welfare and per capita nutritional intake, where the optimal threshold should be set, and how warning labels compare with sugar taxes.

4.1. Demand Model

Our demand model consists of a continuum of risk-neutral consumers, indexed by $i \in I$, who are divided into two bins defined by being above or below the median household income in our sample. We refer to them as low- and high-SES consumers and denote them by their type $b \in \{l, h\}$. We refer to each store-period combination as a “market” and index it by $t$. There are $J$ products indexed by $j \in J$ and one outside good (i.e. the option to buy no product). Each product $j$ is produced by a firm $f \in F$ and characterized by $(r_j, p_{jt}, w_{jt})$, where $r_j$ is a vector of indicator variables denoting the subcategory the product belongs to (plain, sugary, chocolate, granola, oatmeal); $p_{jt}$ is its price in market $t$; and $w_{jt}$ is its vector of nutritional content.

Our model departs from the standard random coefficients demand model (e.g., Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995), Nevo (2001)) in an important way. We allow the nutritional content, $w_{jt}$, to affect utility through the negative long-run health consequences of consuming unhealthy goods. Nevertheless, because nutritional content may not be directly observed by consumers, their choices are based on their beliefs about it. As a consequence, consumer choices do not necessarily maximize consumer utility, which leaves space for government interventions with the potential to improve consumer welfare.

We assume that the utility derived by individual $i$ when purchasing product $j$ can be split into three main components:

$$u_{ijt} = \delta_{ijt} - \alpha_i p_{jt} - w_{jt}'\phi_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The first component, denoted by $\delta_{ijt}$, corresponds to the aspect of utility that comes from the experience of consuming product $j$ and is assumed to be observed by consumers
when making the decision to buy the product. It is a function of the product’s characteristics (e.g., sweetness, mouthfeel, smell) and other individual-level and time-varying demand shocks (e.g., idiosyncratic preferences for some products, hunger relief, food craving). In particular, we assume that

$$\delta_{ijt} = r_j'\beta_i + \delta_{jb} + \delta_{T(t)b} + \delta_{S(t)b} + \xi_{jib} + \epsilon_{ijt},$$

where \(\beta_i\) represents individual preferences for different subcategories; \(\delta_{jb}\), \(\delta_{T(t)b}\), and \(\delta_{S(t)b}\) are product, period, and store fixed effects, respectively, all specific to each consumer type; and \(\xi_{jib}\) is a product-market-type specific idiosyncratic demand shock. \(\epsilon_{ijt}\) is a consumer-specific demand shock that jointly follows a generalized extreme value distribution that follows the distributional assumptions of a one-nest nested logit model, where all inside goods are in the same nest. We denote the intra-nest correlation by \(\rho\). We assume that \(\beta_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_{\beta})\).

Note that this model specification does not allow the experience aspect of the utility to vary with changes in nutritional content, \(w_{jt}\). As we will discuss later, we restrict firms to reformulations that maintain the taste of products constant. In other words, when changing \(w_{jt}\), firms replace critical nutrients with alternative ingredients that maintain the sweetness, mouthfeel, smell, and other perceivable attributes.

The second element in the utility function, \(\alpha_i p_{jt}\), corresponds to the disutility derived from paying price \(p_{jt}\) for product \(j\). The parameter \(\alpha_i \sim \log \mathcal{N}(\alpha_b, \sigma_{\alpha})\) governs the price elasticity.

Finally, \(w_{jt}' \phi_i\) corresponds to the negative long-term health consequences of consuming unhealthy products. The parameter \(\phi_i \sim \log \mathcal{N}(\phi_b, \Sigma_{\phi})\) represents the marginal damage perceived by consumer \(i\) from consuming additional critical nutrients \(w_{jt}\). Consumers do not know the true nutritional content, \(w_{jt}\), but have prior beliefs, \(\pi_{ij}\), about it. We assume that prior beliefs, \(\pi_{ij}\), follow a normal distribution \(\mathcal{N}(\mu_{jb}, \Omega_{jb})\). This allows both moments of the beliefs distribution to vary across products and consumer type. Additionally, we assume that the non-diagonal elements of \(\Omega_{jb}\) are zero. This implies that sugar labels do not change beliefs about calories and vice versa.

Based on their beliefs, consumer \(i\) chooses the product that maximizes their expected utility:

$$\mathbb{E}_{\pi_{ij}}[u_{ij}] = \delta_{ijt} - \alpha_i p_{jt} - \mathbb{E}_{\pi_{ij}}[w_{jt}|L_{jt}]' \phi_i,$$

where \(\mathbb{E}_{\pi_{ij}}\) denotes the expectation operator over prior beliefs \(\pi_{ij}\) and \(L_{jt} \in \{\text{pre-policy}, \text{no}, \text{yes}\}\) denotes the label status for each critical nutrient of product \(j\) in market \(t\). We assume that consumers form their beliefs by using the observed labels (or lack thereof) and applying Bayes’ rule.\(^7\)

We denote the set of consumers that choose product \(j\) in market \(t\) by

$$\Theta_{jt} = \{i \in I_t: \mathbb{E}_{\pi_{ij}}[u_{ij}] \geq \mathbb{E}_{\pi_{ik}}[u_{ikt}], \forall k \in J_t\},$$

\(^6\)Note that \(\phi_i\) does not need to be the same for consumers and the social planner. So far, we are mostly interested in modeling consumer behavior. In Section 6, in which we discuss the normative implications of the model, we extend it to accommodate additional market imperfections such as lack of self-control or time inconsistency.

\(^7\)We assume that consumers do not take into account product reformulation. We make this assumption for two reasons. First, interviews with consumers in Chile suggest that they did not realize that products may be bunching at the regulatory nutritional thresholds. Second, this assumption simplifies the calculation of consumers’ posteriors and the solution of the market equilibrium.
where $\mathcal{J}_t$ is the set of products available in market $t$, which includes the outside good, and $\mathcal{I}_t$ is the set of consumers who shop at least one time in supermarket $S(t)$, which we normalize to have mass one. The market share of product $j$ in market $t$ is given by $s_{jt} = \int_{i \in \Theta_1} d_i$, while the share of consumers of type $b$ who prefer product $j$ in market $t$ is given by $s_{jtb} = \int_{i \in \Theta_1 \cap b} d_i / \int_{i \in b} d_i$.

Modeling beliefs in our setting is essential. A model that ignores beliefs and in which labels enter into the utility function directly can lead to misleading conclusions. Only including a label dummy for the post-policy period would not capture the heterogeneity in responses that we observe in Figure 1(b). In the cereal market, products with a high-in-sugar label are also products that were already known to be high in calories and sugar. As a result, the products most affected by the policy were those that got a high-in-calories label but not a high-in-sugar one and were believed to be low in calories. A model that assumes beliefs away would have interpreted this result as consumers disliking high-in-calorie labels but liking high-in-sugar ones. Once we consider beliefs, we find that consumers dislike high concentrations of both calories and sugar. Not fully capturing the effects in demand would also lead to misleading incentives from the supply side when choosing which products to reformulate.

In Online Appendix C, we explore the implications of the main assumptions embedded in our demand model. We investigate the importance of using a static model, excluding salience effects, assuming invariant taste, and disregarding advertisement effects. We justify these modeling decisions and show that our primary findings are robust to modifying these assumptions.

4.2. Estimation and Identification

To estimate the model, we aggregate the data at the product-store-period-consumer-type level. We estimate the model using the generalized method of moments proposed by Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995), but fixing consumer-type-level shares, $s_{jtb}$, at the observed levels. The estimating moment conditions are given by $E[\xi_{jtb}Z_{jtb}] = 0$, where $\xi_{jtb}$ is the demand shock from Equation (4) and $Z_{jtb}$ are instruments that we describe below.

We now discuss what variation in the data identifies each parameter and what instruments we use to exploit such variation.

**Price Coefficient.** To identify $\alpha_b$, the first moment of the price coefficient, we construct simulated instruments using the price of cereal inputs (Backus, Conlon, and Sinkinson (2021)). We collected the ingredients list of each cereal product, with the corresponding percentages of the main ingredients on them (e.g., Cheerios has 29% of corn, 21% of wheat, and 8% of oats), and combined it with historical price data on commodities from www.nasdaq.com to run the following regression:

$$p_{jt} = \sum_k \beta_k v_{kt} s_{kj} + d_j + d_{T(t)} + d_{S(t)} + \eta_{jt},$$

where $v_{kt}$ is the price of commodity $k$ in period $T(t)$ and $s_{kj}$ is the share of commodity $k$ contained in product $j$ in the pre-policy period. We include product, period, and store fixed effects. Commodities are corn, wheat, and oats. We then construct a price predictor given by

$$\hat{p}_{jt} = \sum_k \hat{\beta}_k v_{kt} s_{kj} + \hat{d}_j + \hat{d}_{T(t)} + \hat{d}_{S(t)}.$$
We use \( \hat{p}_{jt} \) as an instrument for \( p_{jt} \). It captures changes in prices that come from changes in commodity prices, and that are orthogonal to unobserved changes in demand. Since \( \alpha_b \) takes different values for each consumer type, we interact the instrument with a consumer-type dummy.

Preferences for Beliefs About Health Consequences. The identification of \( \phi_i \), the preferences over the perceived health consequences of consuming sugar and calories, and \((\mu_{jb}, \Omega_{jb})\), the parameters that govern the distribution of beliefs, is more difficult. In order to separate beliefs from preferences, we use information from the survey. We assume that the responses collected by the beliefs survey are informative about the ranking of and relative distance between \( \mu_{jb} \) and \( \mu_{kb} \)—the first moment of beliefs about the nutritional content of two different products—but that their absolute levels may be wrong.\(^8\) We allow for the first moment of beliefs to be determined by \( \mu_{jb} = \bar{\mu}_{jb} + \mu \), where \( \bar{\mu}_{jb} \) is the average survey response regarding the expected value of nutritional content of product \( j \) among consumers of type \( b \), and \( \mu \) is a free parameter in our model that shifts the expected value of the nutritional content of all products among all consumers by a constant amount.\(^9\)

We take \( \Omega_{jb} \), the second moment of beliefs about the nutritional content of each product, directly from the answers on the survey.

Combining the responses from the survey with the Bayesian model adds enough structure to jointly identify \( \phi_b \) and \( \mu \). Figures 2 and 3 provide the intuition behind our identification strategy. To explain it, we illustrate the model prediction of changes in expected utility for two products, \( h \) and \( k \) (with \( \bar{\mu}_{hb} > \bar{\mu}_{kb} \)), at two parameter values, \( \mu = \mu_1 \) and \( \mu = \mu_2 \) (with \( \mu_1 > \mu_2 \)).

In Figure 2, we plot the distribution of prior and posterior beliefs for products \( h \) and \( k \) conditional on not receiving a label. For ease of exposition, we assume that \( \Omega_h = \Omega_k \). In panels (a) and (b), we plot beliefs when \( \mu = \mu_1 \), and in panels (c) and (d) when \( \mu = \mu_2 \). To recover posterior beliefs (dashed lines), we truncate prior beliefs at the policy threshold, which is invariant to \( \mu \). We denote the absolute change in the expected value of \( w_j \) induced by the labeling policy at parameter value \( \mu \) by \( \Delta E^\mu[w_j|L_j] \), where \( j = \{h, k\} \). Intuitively, \( \Delta E^\mu_1[w_j|L_j] > \Delta E^\mu_2[w_j|L_j] \) for \( j = \{h, k\} \) when \( \mu_1 > \mu_2 \). Moreover, \( \Delta E^{\mu_1}[w_h|L_h] - \Delta E^{\mu_2}[w_h|L_h] > \Delta E^{\mu_1}[w_k|L_k] - \Delta E^{\mu_2}[w_k|L_k] \) for all \( \{h, k\} \) such that \( \bar{\mu}_{hb} > \bar{\mu}_{kb} \). This nonlinear behavior of \( \Delta E^\mu[w_j|L_j] \) with respect to \( \bar{\mu}_{jb} \) and \( \mu \) allows us to identify \( \mu \) separately from \( \phi_b \).

We use Figure 3 to illustrate how the nonlinearity of \( \Delta E^\mu[w_j|L_j] \) with respect to \( \bar{\mu}_{jb} \) and \( \mu \) helps us identify these parameters. The figure shows the change in expected utility from consuming product \( j \) as a function of \( \bar{\mu}_{jb} \). The solid line corresponds to \( \mu = \mu_1 \) and the dashed line to \( \mu = \mu_2 \). Different values of \( \mu \) have different implications for the relative difference between the change in expected utility of products \( h \) and \( k \). For large values of \( \mu \), the increase in expected utility from consuming product \( h \) will be larger than that from consuming product \( k \). For small values of \( \mu \), the increase in expected utility will be small and similar for the two products.

---

\(^8\)We rely on the survey data for information on the relative levels, but not on the absolute levels of believed nutritional content of each product. We piloted three different survey designs, varying the reference products shown to respondents. We found that the levels of consumer responses were sensitive to the choice of the reference points, but the ranking and relative distance between answers for different products were robust across the survey designs.

\(^9\)We normalize the elements of \( \bar{\mu}_b \) to have mean zero and the same variance as \( w_b^{\text{const}} \) across products. The normalization implies that, in terms of changes in expected utility, a change in beliefs of 1 standard deviation is equivalent to a change in nutritional content of 1 standard deviation if nutritional content was observed. \( \mu \) is measured in standard deviations and is constant for both nutrients.
Changes in expected utility present a kink-like structure, where \( \mu \) determines the position of the kink in the \( \tilde{\mu}_{jb} \) space. All unlabeled products to the left of the kink will experience small changes in expected utility. All unlabeled products to the right of the kink will experience an increase in expected utility. For products to the right of the kink, the increase in expected utility will be larger when \( \tilde{\mu}_{jb} \) is higher. The differential change in expected utility between products implies a differential change in observed market shares. The shape of the change in observed market shares will identify the position of the kink and, therefore, the value of \( \mu \). The parameter \( \phi_b \), on the other hand, will determine the rate at which the change in expected utility increases with \( \tilde{\mu}_{jb} \), which is given by the slope of the right side of the curve in Figure 3. Thus, \( \phi_b \) will be identified by the relative differences in the changes of observed demand between products on the right side of the kink.
FIGURE 3.—Model-implied change in expected utility for product $h$ and $k$ at different values of $\mu$ upon not receiving a label. Notes: The figure illustrates the change in expected utility from consuming product $j$ as a function of $\hat{\mu}_{jb}$ for two different values of $\mu$, where $\hat{\mu}_{jb}$ is the average survey response regarding the expected value of nutritional content of product $j$ among consumers of type $b$. The solid line conveys this relationship for $\mu = \mu_1$ and the dashed line for $\mu = \mu_2$. The figure shows that different values of $\mu$ imply different changes in expected utility for products that do not get a label. Lower values of $\mu$ translate into small changes in expected utility for a broader set of products.

To bring this to the data, we first construct a predictor, $\hat{L}_{jt}$, of whether a product gets labeled or not that is uncorrelated with potential demand shocks, $\xi_{jtb}$. The predictor uses the cereal categories $r_j$ and the pre-policy nutritional content as inputs, and estimates a random forest model to avoid overfitting. Distance from the policy threshold in the pre-policy period and heterogeneity in the cost of departing from the threshold driven by $r_j$ explain most of the bunching, which provides us with an instrument that is highly correlated with labeling status. We then split products into different bins based on answers on the survey regarding the first moments of beliefs, $\hat{\mu}_{jb}$. We denote these bins by $B_{\mu}$. As illustrated in Figure 3, the model provides sharp predictions about how demand should change as a function of prior beliefs $\hat{\mu}_{jb}$ and label status $L_{jt}$. By minimizing the moments $\mathbb{E}[\hat{L}_{jt} \times B_{\mu} \times \hat{\xi}_{jtb}]$, we impose conditions over $\hat{\xi}_{jtb}$ that prevent the patterns in Figure 3 from being explained by differential demand shocks. Without these moment restrictions, our model could explain the fact that products believed to be low in calories but which received a high-in-calories label experienced a reduction in demand, by assigning negative demand shocks to such products in the post-policy period. These moment conditions prevent such distribution of shocks, and thus identify $\phi_b$ and $\mu$.

Preference Heterogeneity. Finally, we need to identify $\Sigma_{\beta}$, $\sigma_{\alpha}$, $\Sigma_{\phi}$, and $\rho$, which are the parameters that govern the substitution patterns between different products and to the outside good. To do so, we construct three sets of market-level instruments. The first two sets of instruments exploit changes in competitors’ cost-shifters, which through changes in prices should shift the probability that consumers substitute from one product to the other. The third set of instruments exploits the entrance of new products to the market that induce changes in the competitive environment. Let $\tau_{jt}$ be the first time a given product enters supermarket $S(t)$. Then, the three set of instruments are given by

$$z_t^{r,1} = \text{mean}_{j \in r,t} (\hat{p}_{jt}), \quad z_t^{r,2} = \text{ptile}^{20,80}_{j \in r,t} (\hat{p}_{jt}), \quad z_t^{r,3} = \sum_{j \in r,t} 1\{t \geq \tau_{jt}\}. $$
The first set of instruments corresponds to the average price predictor of all products in each cereal category \( r \) and market \( t \). The intuition behind the instrument is that when commodities usually used in a given subcategory, \( r \), are cheap, consumers will be more likely to substitute toward products in that subcategory. For example, if oat prices in a given period are low, we should expect to see more substitution toward oat products in that period.

The second set of instruments corresponds to the 20th and 80th percentiles of the price predictor among all products in a given cereal category \( r \) and market \( t \). These instruments work in a fashion similar to the first set of instruments, but add additional moments of the predicted price distribution of competitors’ products, which increases statistical power.

The third set of instruments exploits the timing of the entrance of different brands into different stores. These instruments measure the total number of products from each subcategory, \( r \), that have ever entered store \( S(t) \) before period \( T(t) \). The identifying assumption is that the first entry of a product at the supermarket level is not correlated with demand shocks. We believe this is a reasonable assumption given that Walmart is increasing its assortment in many product categories, including cereal (see Online Appendix B).

At the beginning of the sample period, there are on average 52 products available in each market. By the end of the sample period, the average number of available products per market grows up to 73 products. Empirically, the increase in product assortment is not correlated with the timing of the policy. The intuition behind the instruments is that when more products are available and variety increases, consumers are less likely to substitute toward the outside option, which helps us to identify \( \rho \).

### 4.3. Results

Our estimated demand parameters are presented in Table I. Our estimates imply an average own-price elasticity of \(-3.1\), with a higher absolute elasticity among low SES households (\(-3.33\) vs. \(-2.74\)). We also find that products in the same subcategory, \( r_j \), are closer substitutes. We present the matrix of own- and cross-price elasticities of the most important products from each subcategory in Online Appendix A, Table A.1. These elasticities imply median markups—defined as the ratio of price minus marginal cost to price—at 46% in the pre-policy period.\(^ {10}\) These results are similar to those in previous papers that estimate demand for cereal in the U.S. market and find elasticities between \(-2.3\) and \(-4.3\) and median markups of 34%-42% (Nevo (2001), Michel and Weiergraebner (2018), Backus, Conlon, and Sinkinson (2021)). Our estimates are also comparable to accounting estimates provided by the Chilean antitrust agency, which estimates markups of 45% for the largest cereal brand in Chile (FNE (2014)).

The estimates for \( \phi_i \) indicate that an average consumer is willing to pay 9.9% and 7.6% of the average price of cereal to reduce the sugar and caloric concentration of products, respectively, by 1 standard deviation (12 grams of sugar and 25 kilocalories per 100 grams of cereal, respectively), while keeping the taste constant. For example, Original Cheerios contains 5 grams of sugar per 100 gram, while Honey Nut Cheerios contains 32.5 grams of sugar per 100 grams. According to our model, consumers would be willing to pay $0.7 more for a 550 grams family size box of Honey Nut Cheerios if it contained the sugar content of Original Cheerios but kept its own taste. In Figure 4, we show the distribution of willingness to pay among low- and high-SES consumers to reduce the sugar and caloric concentration of products by 1 standard deviation, while keeping the taste constant. We find substantial consumer heterogeneity, especially for preferences over sugar content.

\(^ {10}\)We present the full distribution of markups in Online Appendix A, Figure A.2.
TABLE I
ESTIMATED DEMAND PARAMETERS.

Panel A: Preferences for price and healthiness ($\alpha_i, \phi_i$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First moments</th>
<th>Second moments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low-SES</td>
<td>high-SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price ($\alpha_i$)</td>
<td>$\bar{\alpha}_l$ = 0.255 (0.072)</td>
<td>$\bar{\alpha}_h$ = 0.189 (0.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar ($\phi_i^s$)</td>
<td>$\bar{\phi}_{i_s}^l$ = 0.013 (0.004)</td>
<td>$\bar{\phi}_{i_s}^h$ = 0.013 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calories ($\phi_i^c$)</td>
<td>$\bar{\phi}_{i_c}^l$ = 0.026 (0.007)</td>
<td>$\bar{\phi}_{i_c}^h$ = 0.025 (0.008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: Individual preferences for different subcategories ($\Sigma_\beta$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plain</th>
<th>Sugary</th>
<th>Chocolate</th>
<th>Granola</th>
<th>Oatmeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\beta_1}$</td>
<td>0.058 (0.145)</td>
<td>0.195 (0.186)</td>
<td>0.215 (0.139)</td>
<td>0.036 (0.167)</td>
<td>0.295 (0.361)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\beta_2}$</td>
<td>0.058 (0.145)</td>
<td>0.195 (0.186)</td>
<td>0.215 (0.139)</td>
<td>0.036 (0.167)</td>
<td>0.295 (0.361)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel C: Remaining parameters ($\rho, \mu$)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nest parameter</td>
<td>$\rho$ = 0.959 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs shifter</td>
<td>$\mu$ = -0.129 (0.019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Nutritional content is measured in grams of sugar and kilocalories per gram of cereal, and prices in dollars per 100 grams of cereal. Subscripts $l$ and $h$ correspond to parameters for low- and high-SES consumers, respectively. For random parameters $x_i \in \{\alpha_i, \phi_i, \beta_i\}$, we report their average $\bar{x}$ and standard deviation $\sigma_x$. Standard errors are calculated using the delta method and reported in parentheses.

FIGURE 4.—Willigness to pay to reduce sugar and caloric concentration for low- and high-SES consumers.

(a) Sugar

Notes: The figure presents willingness to pay, as a percentage of the average price of cereal, among low- and high-SES consumers to reduce the sugar and caloric concentration of products by 1 standard deviation while keeping the taste constant. To calculate willingness to pay, we use the following formula: $wtp_i = \frac{\phi_i \alpha_i sd(wjt)}{\bar{p}jt}$. The parameters that govern the distributions of $\phi_i$ and $\alpha_i$ are reported in Table I.
We find an intra-nest correlation of $\rho = 0.96$, which suggests that there is little substitution from inside goods to the outside good. This should be taken with caution as it is larger than that estimated in the previous literature. However, we show in Online Appendix A, Figure A.3, that our main results are qualitatively similar when we impose a lower value of $\rho$.\textsuperscript{11} Finally, $\mu$ shifts beliefs about sugar and caloric concentration by 0.13 standard deviations downward.\textsuperscript{12}

5. SUPPLY: PRICING AND NUTRITIONAL CONTENT

5.1. Supply Model

Each firm $f$ has a bundle of products $J_f$ that it can produce. To produce a given product $j$, firms use two types of inputs: critical nutrients $w_{jt}$ (e.g., sugar), and other inputs $m_{jt}$ (e.g., sucralose, polyols).\textsuperscript{13} The taste of a product depends on the concentration of these inputs and is given by a product-specific production function $\delta_j(w_{jt}, m_{jt})$. We restrict firms to reformulations that maintain the product’s taste, $\tilde{\delta}_j$, constant. That is, when firms reformulate their products, they choose inputs to always achieve the same level of sweetness, crunchiness, smell, etc. This is consistent with industry participants' descriptions of how reformulation was accomplished.\textsuperscript{14} Since taste, $\tilde{\delta}_j$, is invariant, firms need to choose $w_{jt}$ and $m_{jt}$ such that

$$\delta_j(w_{jt}, m_{jt}) = \tilde{\delta}_j$$

(9)

The cost of producing a product depends on the nutritional content $w_{jt}$, other inputs $m_{jt}$ and an additive cost-shifter $\vartheta_{jt}$:

$$\tilde{c}_{jt}(w_{jt}, m_{jt}) = p_w w_{jt} + p_m m_{jt} + \vartheta_{jt}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

From Equations (9) and (10) we can redefine the marginal cost of producing product $j$ as

$$c_{jt}(w_{jt}) = p_w w_{jt} + p_m m_{jt}(w_{jt}, \tilde{\delta}_j) + \vartheta_{jt},$$

(11)

where $m_{jt}(w_{jt}, \tilde{\delta}_j)$ is the inverse function of $\delta_j(w_{jt}, m_{jt})$ in Equation (9), provided that $\delta_j(w_{jt}, m_{jt})$ is invertible.

Let $\nu_j$, which we will call the bliss point of product $j$, be the value of $w_{jt}$ that minimizes marginal cost (i.e., $\nu_j$ is such that $\nabla c_{jt}(\nu_j) = 0$). The bliss point is an attribute of the product and corresponds to the concentration of critical nutrients that product $j$ should have to achieve taste $\tilde{\delta}_j$ at minimum cost. In the cereal market, for example, we should expect Honey Nut Cheerios to have a higher bliss point for sugar than Original Cheerios, since the former is a sweetened version of the latter.

\textsuperscript{11}At face value, the estimated substitution to the outside option would have unrealistic implications for how a monopolist in this market would behave. It could also affect the interpretation of our tax counterfactual as the overall demand for cereal would be insensitive to higher taxes.

\textsuperscript{12}We plot the estimated values of $\mu_{jb}$ in Online Appendix A, Figure A.4. Regarding $\Omega_j$, its diagonal elements range from 20–40 ($\text{g}^{2}/100\text{g}^2$)\textsuperscript{2} for sugar and 200–325 ($\text{kcal}^{2}/100\text{kcal}^2$) for calories.

\textsuperscript{13}Note that other inputs, $m_{jt}$, might also have adverse health consequences. In our model, we let the policymaker decide what nutrients are considered harmful (i.e., what nutrients are included in the vector $w_{jt}$) and assume all other inputs to be harmless.

\textsuperscript{14}We interviewed the consumer product managers of the two largest cereal companies. They confirmed that an explicit goal of the reformulation process is that the new version of the product is indistinguishable from the previous one. To achieve this, firms follow several steps that include conducting expert focus groups and randomized blind tests.
Departing from the bliss point is possible but costly. For example, after the food labeling policy was introduced, firms in the breakfast cereal market replaced sugar with artificial alternatives such as sucralose and polyols. This reformulation results in a more expensive product, captured in our model by the functional form of \( c_j(w_j) \). For each product, we approximate the marginal cost function by a second-order Taylor polynomial around the bliss point, such that
\[
c_j(w) = \bar{c}_j + (w - \nu_j)\Lambda_j(w - \nu_j),
\]
where \( \Lambda_j = \begin{bmatrix} \lambda_s^j & 0 \\ 0 & \lambda_c^j \end{bmatrix} \) with \( \lambda_n^j > 0 \) for \( n \in \{s, c\} \) and all products \( j \). We assume that \( \lambda_n^j \) is drawn from a lognormal distribution with parameters \( (\mu_n^j, \sigma_n^j) \), where \( \mu_n^j = \bar{\mu}_n^j + \vartheta_n^j \cdot \nu_n^j \) and \( \lambda_c^j = \bar{\lambda}_c^j \). This allows for the cost to reformulate calories to depend on the baseline sugar concentration of the product. However, having zeros on the non-diagonal elements of \( \Lambda_j \) implies that the costs of marginally reducing sugar and caloric concentration are not correlated. These assumptions are consistent with the data, where we find low correlation between caloric and sugar content and between changes in these induced by reformulation, but we find that high-in-sugar products were less likely to reformulate calories.

The firm’s profit maximization problem is given by
\[
\max_{\{p_j, w_j\}_{j \in J_{ft}}} \sum_{j \in J_{ft}} (p_j - c_j(w_j)) \cdot s_j(p_t, \mathbb{E}_n[w_t|L_t]),
\]
where \( s_j \) is the market share of product \( j \) in market \( t \), which depends on the vector of all prices \( p_t \) and all individuals’ expectations about the nutritional content of all products in the market, \( \mathbb{E}_n[w_t|L_t] \). In the absence of any government intervention, the firm chooses
\[
w_j^* = \nu_j
\]
\[
p_j^* = c_j(w_j^*) + \Delta_{-1, j}^s t,
\]
where the \((j, k)\) element of \( \Delta \) is given by
\[
\Delta_{(j, k)} = \begin{cases} 
-\frac{\partial s_k}{\partial p_j} & \text{if } k \in J_{ft} \\
0 & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]
and \( \Delta_{-1, j}^s t \) is the \( j \)th column of the inverse of \( \Delta \). Equation (14) states that firms will choose the nutritional content of product \( j \) to be equal to its bliss point. Equation (15) implies price-cost markups given by \( \Delta_{-1, j}^s t \), where \( \Delta_{-1, j}^s t \) takes into account that by increasing price \( j \), demand for other products produced by firm \( f \) might increase.

When the food labeling regulation is in place, the demand function \( s_j(p_t, \mathbb{E}_n[w_t|L_t]) \) becomes discontinuous in \( w_j \) at the threshold. Firms have incentives to reduce the nutritional content of products whose bliss points are to the right of, but close to, the threshold.

---

15We collected data on specific ingredients of 17 out of the 20 products that reformulated in our sample. We found that after the policy is implemented, 47% start using maltitol (a type of polyols), 29% sucralose, and 35% stevia.

16In the absence of any policy, demand does not depend on \( w_j \) or \( m_j \). In that case, the firm’s optimal decision is to choose a combination of \( w_j \) and \( m_j \) that minimizes marginal cost.
By marginally increasing the production cost of a product close to the threshold, firms can choose \( w_{jt} \) to be right below the threshold, thus changing consumers’ conditional expectations and inducing large increases in demand. This explains the bunching observed in the data.

In Online Appendix D, we explore the implications of the main assumptions embedded in our supply model. We study the importance of the firms choices’ timing in choosing prices and nutritional content and of assuming that reformulation does not change the taste of products but increases marginal cost. We justify these modeling decisions and show that our primary findings are robust to modifying these assumptions.

5.2. Estimation

To estimate the supply model, we need to recover three key parameters: (a) the marginal cost of producing a product in the absence of reformulation, \( \bar{c}_{jt} \), (b) the products’ bliss points, \( \nu_j \), and (c) the cost of reformulating, \( \Lambda_j \), which is determined by \( (\bar{\mu}_n^\lambda, \sigma_n^\lambda, \vartheta_\lambda) \).

We recover \( \nu_j \) and \( c_{jt}(w_{jt}) \) from the firm’s first-order conditions (Equations (14) and (15)). We then estimate \( \bar{\mu}_n^\lambda \), \( \sigma_n^\lambda \), and \( \vartheta_\lambda \) by exploiting variation in firms’ decisions to bunch.

Using our demand estimates, we compute the equilibrium at the current parameters and labels. We then ask, for each product, what would be the value of \( \lambda_n^j \) that would render firm \( f(j) \) indifferent between choosing the bliss point level \( \nu_n^j \) or having product \( j \) bunching at the threshold, keeping all other products’ nutritional content decisions fixed. We denote the indifference value by \( \tilde{\lambda}_n^j \). Then, the probability that product \( j \) bunches in nutrient \( n \) is given by \( P_{B_{jn}} = \Pr(\lambda_n^j \leq \tilde{\lambda}_n^j) \).

We estimate \( (\mu_n^\lambda, \sigma_n^\lambda) \) for \( n \in \{s, c\} \) and \( \vartheta_\lambda \) via GMM by imposing that the difference between the probability of bunching, \( P_{B_{jn}} \), and whether a product bunches or not, \( B_{jn} \), has mean zero and is uncorrelated with the product’s bliss point \( \nu_j \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{E}[(B^s_{jn} - P_{B_{jn}})] &= 0 \quad \text{for } n \in \{s, c\}, \\
\mathbb{E}[(B^c_{jn} - P_{B_{jn}})\nu_j] &= 0 \quad \text{for } n \in \{s, c\},
\end{align*}
\]

Once we estimate \( (\mu_n^\lambda, \sigma_n^\lambda) \), we calculate \( \tilde{c}_{jt} \) by solving

\[
\tilde{c}_{jt} = c_{jt}(w_{jt}) - \mathbb{E}_\lambda[(w_{jt} - \nu_j)\Lambda_j(w_{jt} - \nu_j)|B_{jt}].
\]

5.3. Results

Our estimated supply parameters are presented in Table II. To interpret these parameters, we calculate \( \mathbb{E}[\lambda_n^j|B_{jn} = 1] \), the expected value of \( \lambda_n^j \) conditional on product \( j \) bunching in nutrient \( n \). We find an average value of 0.151 \( \frac{\text{g}}{(100 \text{ g})^2} \) in the case of sugar and 0.016 \( \frac{\text{g}}{(100 \text{ g})^2} \) in the case of calories. The average reduction in sugar concentration

\[ ^{17}\text{Note that } \lambda_n^j \text{ is not point-identified. From the data, we learn that for products bunching in nutrient } n, \lambda_n^j \leq \tilde{\lambda}_n^j, \text{ and that for products not bunching in nutrient } n, \lambda_n^j > \tilde{\lambda}_n^j. \text{ However, we cannot recover the exact value of } \lambda_n^j. \text{ Treating } \lambda_n^j \text{ as a random coefficient drawn from a known distribution allows us to overcome this identification problem.} \]
TABLE II
ESTIMATED SUPPLY PARAMETERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: Costs to reformulate sugar</th>
<th>Panel B: Costs to reformulate calories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\mu}_s$</td>
<td>$\bar{\mu}_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.832</td>
<td>-2.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.839)</td>
<td>(1.946)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_s^2$</td>
<td>$\sigma_c^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>1.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.677)</td>
<td>(0.967)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table presents the estimated parameters that govern the distribution of $\Lambda_j = [\lambda^s_j \lambda^c_j]$, the cost of reformulating sugar and calories. We assume that $\lambda^s_j$ is drawn from a lognormal distribution with parameters $(\mu^s, \sigma^s)$, where $\mu^s = \bar{\mu}^s + \theta^s \epsilon^s$, while $\mu^c = \bar{\mu}^c$. To estimate the parameters, we measure nutritional content in 10 grams of sugar and 100 kilocalories per 100 grams of cereal, respectively. Standard errors are presented in parentheses.

among products bunching in sugar is 8.2 grams per 100 grams, while the average reduction in caloric concentration among products bunching in calories is 24.9 kilocalories per 100 grams. Putting everything together, our model finds that the average expected increase in marginal cost for products bunching in any nutrient is 2.8¢ per 100 grams, which is equivalent to 4.4% of the average price of cereal.

To assess the accuracy of our estimates, we run a regression to calculate how our estimates of marginal cost, $c_{jt}(w^*_j)$, differ between products that did and did not bunch at nutritional thresholds and compare them with the change in marginal cost implied by our estimated supply parameters that govern $\Lambda_j$. To do this, we estimate the following equation:

$$c_{jt}(w^*_j) = \hat{\beta} \cdot B_j \cdot Post_t + \delta_{js} + \delta_t + \epsilon_{jt},$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $c_{jt}(w^*_j)$ is computed using the firm’s first-order conditions, $B_j$ is a dummy indicating whether product $j$ is bunching in the post-period, and $\delta_{js}$ and $\delta_t$ are product-store and period fixed effects, respectively. The estimated coefficient $\hat{\beta}$ from Equation (18) suggests an average change in marginal cost of 3.1¢ per 100 grams, slightly larger than the 2.8¢ per 100 grams derived from Equation (17) of our model.

We also compare the model-based predicted probability of each product bunching in a given nutrient with what actually happened in the data. Figure 5 shows the probability of bunching predicted by the model for each product to the right of the policy threshold. Products in gray are products that bunched in the data and did not receive a label. Products in color are those that did not bunch. The model predicts correctly that products ex ante closer to the threshold are more likely to bunch.

In Online Appendix A, Figure A.5, we also show that our model correctly predicts that products for which prior beliefs about nutritional content were lower have a higher probability to bunch.

6. THE IMPACT OF FOOD LABELING POLICIES

In this section, we use our model to evaluate the effects of food labeling policies on nutritional intake and overall welfare. We start by simulating the Chilean Food Act under several counterfactuals that isolate different economic forces. We then study optimal policy design and compare food labels with sugar taxes, which is the most prominent alternative policy instrument.
FIGURE 5.—Predicted probability of bunching. Notes: The figure shows the predicted probability of each product bunching in sugar and calories as a function of the pre-policy nutritional content and the distance from the regulatory threshold for each critical nutrient. In Panel (a), we focus on sugar content. Products in diamonds are products that bunched in the data and crossed the sugar policy threshold. Products in circles are products that did not bunch and received a “high-in-sugar” label. In Panel (b), we focus on caloric content. Products in diamonds are products that bunched in the data and crossed the calorie policy threshold. Products in circles are products that did not bunch and received a “high-in-calorie” label.

6.1. Equilibrium Effects of Food Labels

We estimate the effects of the Chilean Food Act on consumer choices, firms’ production and pricing decisions, nutritional intake, and consumer welfare. To disentangle the roles of demand and supply in changes in nutritional intake and consumer welfare, we run four counterfactuals. The first counterfactual, denoted by (0), no intervention, corresponds to the case in which no policy is in place. To isolate demand forces, we compare the no-intervention benchmark with a situation in which products receive labels according to the regulatory thresholds and suppliers are not allowed to respond. We denote this counterfactual by (1), demand only. We then compute counterfactual (2), price response, in which—in addition to receiving labels—we allow suppliers to optimally choose prices while keeping nutritional content constant. We use counterfactual (2) to measure additional changes in consumer welfare driven by competition and product differentiation, which can either decrease or increase prices. The differences in consumer welfare between (1) and (2) are thus ambiguous. Finally, we compute counterfactual (3), equilibrium, in which we also allow firms to change the nutritional content of their products. This corresponds to the equilibrium model presented in Sections 4 and 5. The expected change in consumer welfare from counterfactual (2) to (3) is also ambiguous. Although firms improve product quality by reducing the concentration of critical nutrients, production costs increase, which leads to higher prices for consumers. Whether the policy under counterfactual (3) increases or decreases consumer welfare relative to (0) is therefore an empirical question.

To estimate consumer welfare, we cannot use a standard revealed preferences approach, because in our setting consumer choices do not necessarily maximize utility. We follow Allcott (2013), who offers a framework to calculate consumer welfare in situations in which consumers’ ex ante expected utility differs from what they actually experience when consuming their chosen alternative. To do so, we define consumers’ utility from the
perspective of the social planner as

$$u_{ijt}^{\text{SP}} = \delta_{ijt} - \alpha_i p_{ijt} - w'_{jt} \phi_i \lambda.$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

The social planner’s utility from Equation (19) differs from the expected utility function consumers use to make choices in Equation (5) in two different ways. First, the social planner’s utility depends on the true nutritional intake $w_{jt}$ rather than the expected one. Second, we allow the social planner to disagree with consumers about the marginal damage of consuming additional critical nutrients by multiplying $\phi_i$ by a constant $\lambda$. This allows our model to accommodate additional market imperfections, such as externalities in the form of financial health-care costs or internalities in the form of self-control problems, time-inconsistency, or misperceptions about the individual damage caused by critical nutrients, $\phi_i$. For the main part of our analysis, unless otherwise stated, we focus on results for the case in which $\lambda = 1$ (i.e., in which there are no additional market imperfections). Equation (19) makes specific normative assumptions and does not allow, for example, for models in which “ignorance is bliss” (i.e., consumers are better off not knowing that they are engaging in harmful behavior) or in which labels affect utility in some other way.\footnote{Readers who disagree with this normative model can take home the positive results of our model: the changes in nutritional intake, the changes in dollars spent by consumers, and the changes in the taste of the products consumers choose. The normative model just adds weights to these positive results to aggregate them into a single index we call welfare.}

Average consumer welfare in market $t$ under counterfactual $(x)$ is given by

$$\text{CW}'(x) = \sum_j \left\{ \int_{\Theta_{ij}^{(x)}} \frac{1}{\alpha_i} \left( \delta_{ijt} - \alpha_i p_{ijt}^{(x)} - w_{jt}^{(x)} \phi_i \lambda \right) \, di \right\},$$

where $p_{ijt}^{(x)}$ and $w_{jt}^{(x)}$ are the price and nutritional content of product $j$ in market $t$ in counterfactual $(x)$. $\Theta_{ij}^{(x)}$ is the set of consumers who prefer product $j$ in counterfactual $(x)$. Since taste is constant, $\delta_{ijt}$ does not vary across counterfactuals. The total mass of potential consumers is normalized to be one in each market. We present the average change in consumer welfare between counterfactuals $(x)$ and $(0)$ in Figure 6, and decompose it between how much of it is driven by changes in nutritional intake, changes in dollars spent, and changes in the average taste of products that are consumed.

We find that moving from a counterfactual with no intervention, $(0)$, to one in which products get labeled but suppliers do not respond, $(1)$, increases average consumer welfare by $0.27$ a year. This corresponds to 1.1% of the average yearly expenditure on cereal products. In the absence of supply-side responses, consumers shift demand from products high in critical nutrients to those low in critical nutrients. Since in the breakfast cereal market caloric and sugar content are positively correlated with prices, consumers end up consuming products that are cheaper but, according to the model, have lower taste (e.g., oatmeal).

We then allow firms to optimally set prices in response to the policy by simulating counterfactual $(2)$. Under this counterfactual, we find that prices of unlabeled products go up while prices of labeled products go down. Overall, prices increase by 0.05% on average and gains in consumer welfare relative to counterfactual $(0)$ are $0.25$ a year per capita (7% lower than under counterfactual $(1)$).

Under counterfactual $(3)$, firms not only choose prices, but also the nutritional content of their products. We find large gains in consumer welfare from reducing caloric
intake, mostly driven by products that become healthier due to reformulation.\textsuperscript{19} Gains in consumer welfare due to lower intake of critical nutrients are 30% larger than under counterfactual (1). However, reformulation increases production costs, which leads to higher prices. The net effect is an average gain in consumer welfare of $0.46 a year under counterfactual (3), which is 70% larger than under counterfactual (1).

On the firm side, average yearly profits per capita increase by only $0.01, with substantial heterogeneity across firms. While some firms increased their profits by around 10%, others lost more than 20%. Who wins and who loses is closely related to how labels shift consumer beliefs. Firms with products that were believed to be healthy but ended up labeled experience the highest losses. This may explain why some firms opposed the Chilean Food Act so strongly when it was first implemented.

Finally, we consider an additional counterfactual in which consumers are perfectly informed about the nutritional content of products. This exercise informs us about the total welfare losses due to lack of information in the cereal market, and allows us to assess how well food labels approximate the best-case scenario of perfect information. We find that the food labeling policy achieves 8% of the consumer welfare gains that would be obtained under the perfect information counterfactual.

\textsuperscript{19}Changes in consumer welfare from reducing sugar intake are negative. On one hand, firms reformulate products to have a lower concentration of sugar. On the other hand, more products are unlabeled in counterfactual (3), which means that the average sugar concentration among unlabeled products is higher. The latter effect offsets the potential benefits of the former effect.
6.2. The Design of Food Labeling Policies

We now study the design of food labeling policies. We take the binary-signal structure of the policy as given, and study how nutritional intake and consumer welfare vary under different regulatory thresholds. Intuitively, in the absence of supply-side effects, thresholds should be set such that labels’ informativeness is maximized. When supply-side responses are considered, policymakers can choose a different regulatory threshold that induces larger reductions in critical nutrients. To clarify the analysis, we simplify our model to only allow misinformation regarding sugar content.\(^ {20} \)

We focus our analysis on counterfactuals (1), demand-only responses, and (3), the equilibrium model. Figure 7(a) shows the gains in consumer welfare under counterfactuals (1) and (3) for different policy thresholds. A naive policymaker who seeks to maximize consumer welfare but ignores equilibrium effects would set the policy threshold at 16.5 grams per 100 grams, the value at which consumer welfare is maximized under counterfactual (1). Consumer welfare under counterfactual (3), however, is maximized at 8.5 grams per 100 grams, at which point it is 20% larger than under the naive threshold.

6.3. Food Labels vs. Sugar Taxes

We exploit the richness of our model to compare the effectiveness of food labels against sin taxes. We focus on sugar taxes, a widespread policy used in more than 40 countries (Allcott, Lockwood, and Taubinsky (2019b)). Most sugar taxes are structured as a per-ounce tax on any product with added sugar. However, Allcott, Lockwood, and Taubinsky (2019b) recommend using tax designs that depend on the amount of sugar instead of the amount of product, to encourage consumers to switch to lower-sugar products and producers to reduce sugar content. We follow this tax structure. We assume that consumers observe the final after-tax price of products and cannot infer the concentration of critical nutrients by looking at prices. This is a reasonable assumption in our context, since sales taxes are not observed by consumers in Chile. We use \( \psi \) to denote the marginal value of public funds. To calculate consumer welfare, we distribute the tax money to consumers through a lump sum transfer (i.e., \( \psi = 1 \)).

Extending the model from Section 5 to include sugar taxes, the firm’s problem is given by

\[
\max_{(p_{jt}, w_{jt}) \in \mathcal{C}} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}} (p_{jt} - c_{jt}(w_{jt}) - w_{jt} \tau) \cdot s_{jt}(p_{t}, \mathbb{E}[w_t]),
\]

where \( \tau \) is the tax per gram of sugar and \( p_{jt} \) is the final price paid by consumers. From the first-order conditions, we have

\[
\nabla c_{jt}(w_{jt}^*) = -\tau,
\]

\[
p_{jt}^* = c_{jt}(w_{jt}^*) + \tau w_{jt}^* + \Delta_{(j,k)}^{-1} s_t,
\]

where the \( (j, k) \) element of \( \Delta \) is given by equation (16). In this setting, firms have incentives to deviate from the bliss point, \( \nu_j \), and reduce the nutritional content of their products to pay lower taxes. Moreover, the price equation has an additional term given

\(^ {20} \)We assume consumers are perfectly informed about the nutritional content of calories in all counterfactuals.
FIGURE 7.—Changes in consumer welfare under food labels and sugar taxes. Notes: Panels (a) and (b) plot the average change in consumer welfare under counterfactuals (1) and (3) relative to counterfactual (0). Panel (a) shows the gains in consumer welfare under a food labeling policy at different regulatory thresholds, and panel (b) shows the gains in consumer welfare under different tax values. Panel (c) shows a contour plot that represents the difference in gains in consumer welfare between a food labeling policy and sugar taxes as a function of $\lambda$, the parameter that accounts for additional market imperfections, and $\psi$, the marginal value of public funds under counterfactual (3). For each value of $\lambda$ and $\psi$, we choose policy thresholds and tax values that maximize consumer welfare. In the bottom-left side of the box, consumer welfare gains under a food labeling policy is larger than under optimal sugar taxes ($CW(\text{Labels}) > CW(\text{Tax})$). In the upper-right side of the box, consumer welfare gains under a food labeling policy is smaller than under optimal sugar taxes ($CW(\text{Labels}) < CW(\text{Tax})$).

by the tax, which is proportional to the sugar content, and gets passed on to consumers through higher prices.

In Figure 7(b), we present gains in consumer welfare at different tax values. The optimal sugar tax (i.e., the tax that maximizes consumer welfare) is set at 0.3 c per gram of sugar. This is not far from the value of sugar taxes implemented in some U.S. cities.21 Gains in consumer welfare with optimal sugar taxes are 29.5% lower than under food labels at the optimal policy threshold.

---

21Philadelphia and Berkeley are the first two cities to pass a sugar tax in the U.S. In Berkeley, there is a 1 c tax per ounce of sugar-sweetened beverages, equivalent to 0.32 c per gram of sugar in the case of Coca-Cola. In Philadelphia, the tax is 1.5 c per ounce, equivalent to 0.48 c per gram of sugar.
We find that taxes are 31% more effective at reducing sugar intake than food labels. However, they do this at a greater direct financial cost to consumers. Under the optimal tax level, consumers spend 2.6 additional dollars a year in taxes, equivalent to 7.5% of the total expenditure on cereal. Because taxes collected are relatively high, our results are sensitive to the choice of $\psi$, the marginal value of public funds.

Note that in contrast to food labels, sugar taxes are granular instruments, which are levied more heavily on products with higher levels of sugar. This is important for two reasons. First, sugar taxes have the potential to incentivize firms to reformulate all of their products in order to pay lower taxes, especially those with higher sugar content. Second, the effects of sugar taxes do not depend on consumers’ beliefs. This makes taxes particularly appealing when $\lambda$, the parameter that accounts for additional market imperfections, is high.

**Sensitivity to Different Values of $\lambda$ and $\psi$.** We take our values for $\lambda$ from Allcott, Lockwood, and Taubinsky (2019a), who estimate externalities from consuming sugar-sweetened beverages to be 0.8 g per ounce, and internalities—which include the type of misinformation analyzed in this paper—to be around 1 g per ounce. Taking into account that the median sugar-sweetened beverage has 3.25 grams of sugar per ounce, the additional marginal damage from consuming a gram of sugar is between 0.25 g (only externalities) and 0.55 g (externalities + internalities). In our model, this corresponds to $\lambda = 1.5$ and $\lambda = 2.1$, respectively.

The marginal value of public funds, $\psi$, can vary substantially depending on how tax money is spent. Hendren and Sprung-Keyser (2020) find that a large variety of policies targeted at adults in the United States have marginal values of public funds that range from $\psi = 0.8$ to $\psi = 1.2$.

In Figure 7(c), we show the values of $\lambda$ and $\psi$ for which labels are better than taxes and vice versa. Intuitively, larger values of $\lambda$ favor taxes since they are better designed to deal with market imperfections not directly related to misinformation regarding $w_{jt}$. Taxes, however, impose a large burden on consumers who end up spending more on cereal. If the marginal value of public funds $\psi$ is small, the resources collected through taxes will not contribute much to the total welfare. The smaller the value of $\psi$, the less effective taxes will be.

**Heterogeneity in Beliefs.** In settings with heterogeneous agents, food labels can be more efficient than sugar taxes because their effects can be better targeted. To illustrate this point, consider a simple model in which half of the consumers have miscalibrated beliefs and the other half have accurate beliefs (i.e., $\mu_{jb} = \nu_j$, $\Omega_{jb} \rightarrow 0$). We call them uninformed and informed consumers, respectively. To gain intuition, let us focus on the case in which there are no supply-side responses. Ideally, the regulator would like to implement a targeted policy that only applies to uninformed consumers (e.g., food labels or sugar taxes for the uninformed population only). Although implementing a targeted policy is usually not possible, food labels will only affect the decisions of uninformed individuals and not those of consumers who are informed and were already making optimal choices, even when the instrument is not itself targeted. Taxes, on the other hand, are blunt instruments that generally change the actions of all consumers, and benefit some while hurting others.

**Distributional Consequences.** The progressivity or regressivity of a policy depends on how the benefits (e.g., more information, correction of biases) and the costs (e.g., the burden of tax payments) vary across the income distribution. Two key parameters in our model are crucial in determining the incidence of each policy.
The first parameter is the extent to which low-SES consumers are more or less inclined than high-SES consumers to prefer products that are high in sugar. While food labels improve consumer welfare by providing information about the healthiness of products, taxes correct consumer behavior by inflating the prices of products that are high in sugar. If low-SES consumers prefer high-in-sugar products more than high-SES consumers do, then they will be charged disproportionately higher taxes. Depending on how the tax revenue is spent by the government, sugar taxes can benefit high-SES consumers relatively more. In the United States, for example, consumers with household incomes below $10,000 purchase 25% more grams of added sugar per calorie than do households with incomes above $100,000 (Allcott et al. (2019)). Sugar taxes are therefore more likely to be regressive than food labels.

The second parameter is the extent to which low-SES consumers are more or less informed than high-SES consumers regarding the nutritional content of products. An advantage of food labels relative to sugar taxes is that the former can be better targeted toward the uninformed population. Using survey data, Allcott, Lockwood, and Taubinsky (2019a) find that U.S. consumers with household income below $10,000 score 0.82 standard deviations lower than consumers with household income above $100,000 on a nutrition knowledge questionnaire, which renders food labels more progressive than sugar taxes.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the equilibrium effects of food labeling policies on nutritional intake and consumer welfare. Three key findings arise from our empirical analysis. First, the food labeling regulation caused consumers to substitute from labeled to unlabeled food products. Second, products that were perceived as healthy but received labels experienced the largest decline in demand. Third, suppliers responded to the policy by changing prices and reformulating their products.

We develop and estimate an equilibrium model of supply and demand for food and nutrients and use it to calculate the effects of food labeling policies on nutritional intake and consumer welfare. We find that food labels can be an effective way to improve diet quality and combat obesity. Our analysis shows that food labels are more effective when consumers have mistaken beliefs about products’ healthiness, consumers value healthiness, reformulation that does not substantially change products’ taste is feasible, and regulatory thresholds are set so that they provide useful information to consumers and encourage product reformulation.

We then use our model to compare food labels with sugar taxes. When compared with sugar taxes, food labels present both advantages and disadvantages. We show that food labels are more effective for tackling misinformation, but less effective for dealing with other market imperfections such as fiscal externalities, lack of self-control, or time inconsistency. Food labels are more progressive than sugar taxes, especially in settings in which the poor tend to consume more sugary products or in which the poor are more misinformed about the nutritional content of available products.

Our analysis shows how a theoretical framework combined with data can inform the design of policies to combat obesity by identifying and measuring the most relevant economic forces at work. Our model can accommodate a variety of settings and can be used to study the effects of food labels in categories other than cereal. It also provides a useful framework for comparing food labels with alternative policy instruments.
Food labels are a new and promising policy tool with the capacity to improve diet quality. While this paper covers important features of food labels, several unanswered questions remain. First, this paper focuses on a policy design in which labels act as a binary signal. New research suggests that more granular labels can be more effective in improving diet quality (Ravaioli (2021)). Second, food labels can incentivize firms to design new healthy products targeted to more informed consumers, which improves the bundle of available products in the long run. Finally, measuring long-run outcomes on health and wellbeing will be crucial in assessing the effectiveness of food labels.
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